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Shortly after Sandy Springs incorporated in 2005, Gary Alexander was asked by then-Mayor Eva Galambos to bring the “Anne Frank and the World: 1929-1945” exhibit to the city, and it’s ...
Holocaust group and others pitch to keep Frank exhibit in Sandy Springs
‘We have got Victoria Coren Mitchell who does an amazing job, Sandi Toksvig obviously, Anne Robinson ... resident quiz experts Frank Paul and Bobby Seagull have hidden ‘answer traps’ within ...
Anita Rani says it’s time more women presented quiz shows ahead of The Answer Trap launch
Answers flowed, including about how the Germans ... My father-in-law lives down the road from Anne Frank’s old apartment, before she went into hiding. On visits, the kids go with their saba ...
Growing up in Anne Frank’s shadow, my kids have known about the Holocaust since before they could speak
From rodents to Four Rivers, test your knowledge with the Weekend quiz ...
What links Frank Sinatra, Christopher Lee and Steve Martin? The Weekend quiz
Product placements abound in this scene from "Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby" -- fitting for a movie about sponsor-covered race car drivers -- but is it the film where Will Ferrell houses ...
Movie quiz: Have a quiz and a smile
FROM unusual romances to surprising talents, the Chasers are not just a group of exceptionally clever individuals. Entertaining ITV viewers with their rapid answers on The Chase and cheeky banter ...
Inside The Chasers’ secret lives off screen – from marrying cousins to jaw-dropping talents
A “Cultural Center” proposed at City Springs would largely house a multi-exhibit Holocaust museum and garden that could double as an official Georgia memorial, according to a member of the state ...
Sandy Springs Cultural Center would be multi-exhibit Holocaust museum
HOW TO DEAL WITH STRESS AMIDST STORM - The greatest fear is the fear of death. More than one year has passed. A sword of death still has been hanging over our heads in the form of Covid-19. Despite ...
HOW TO DEAL WITH STRESS AMIDST STORM
The fearsome geniuses from Beat The Chasers started off in very different occupations and have had some interesting romances, including one star marrying his own cousin ...
The Chasers' secret off-screen lives - from jobs before The Chase to saucy romances
Burnt out and exhausted because of her inability to say "no", the Governess of hit quiz shows The Chase and Britain's Brightest Family reveals how the pandemic gave her a rare opportunity to relax.
The Chase: Governess, exhausted by her inability to say ‘no’, found lockdown enjoyable
Answers flowed, including about how the Germans ... My father-in-law lives down the road from Anne Frank’s old apartment, before she went into hiding. On visits, the kids go with their saba ...
'My kids have known about the Holocaust since before they could speak'
Try the first Our History quiz based on the historical stories that have appeared in The Enquirer over the last few years.
How well do you know Cincinnati history? Take the quiz
We could all use a little more happiness in our life. That’s why we put together our favorite happiness quotes to lift your mood. So whether you’re looking for an inspirational saying for a toast or ...
100 Inspiring Quotes About Happiness to Lift Your Mood
Before he was asked a question about Mac Jones at the draft, Belichick declared, “Cam’s our quarterback,” and we believe he means it.
Expect Bill Belichick to stubbornly stand by Cam Newton, and other thoughts
Numerous Sandy Springs residents say they don’t support plans for a $3.3 million cultural arts center largely dedicated to the Georgia Commission on the Holocaust and an Anne Frank exhibit.
Residents push back on Sandy Springs plan for new cultural arts center
Across the state, more than $3 million is distributed by local cultural ... Anthony, Eleanor Roosevelt, Anne Frank, Albert Einstein, Abigail Adams and Benjamin Franklin. Family activities ...
Weston Cultural Council awards more than $11K to programs despite pandemic
Anderson Cooper begins his two-week turn as host of the questions-to-answers quiz show. 7 p.m. ABC The ... explores the life and times of author L. Frank Baum, creator of one of America’s ...
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